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NOTES ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DELAY AND COST OF LITIGATION, 
ON THE ROLE OF LITIGANTS AND LITIGANTS· ATTORNEYS 

AND A ROSTER OF CHOICES 

L The Statutory Mandate: Sweep and Scope 

The statute requiree the advit50ry sroup to "eneure that itt5 
recommended actions include eignificant contributione to be made 
by the oourt, the litigante, and the litigant~' attorneye toward 
reducing coet and delay and thereby facilitating acceee to the 
courte." 28 U.S.C. § 472 (0) (3). 

Thie eection define8 the teak of the advisory grOUP in two 
important reepecte. Firat. it speake to both coat and delay and 
charges the advisory group to be concerned with each. Second, it 
mandatee that the advisory group·s recommendations not be limited 
to actions that might be taken by the court, but that they 
include contributions to be made by the litigants and, 
aeparately. by the litignte· attorneys. 

The latter point bears aome emphaais because although the 
advisory group is appointed by the chief judge after consultation 
with the other judges on the court and is charged with developing 
a plan to be presented to the court. it ~y not confine its 
concerns to the contributions to be made by the oourt. The 
statute is specific: the court i5 the first, but only the first, 
among the participants in the system who are expected to 
contribute to the reduction of both cost and delay. 

With respect to each of these two points the ~uoted section 
is consistent with a number of other sections in the statute, 
each of which speake to both cost and delay and each of which 
focuses on the role ot non-judicial participants in the system. 
The Congressional findings in the ve~y first section of the Act 
identify the litigants and the litig~ntB· attorneY8. as well as 
the courts. among those who share responsibility for coat and 
delay in civil litigation and who must oontribute to the 
solutions to the problem. CJRA of 1990, §102 (2) and (3). 
Similarly. in developing ita recommendations the advisory group 
must identify the principal causes of coet and delay in civil 
litigation and, in dOing BO. must coneider not only court 
procedures but "the ways in which Ii tiga..."lte and their attorneYEl 
approach and conduct litiga.tion.·· §472 (c) (1) (C). 

It can hardly be expected that the reccmmendatione 
applicable to litiganta, or to the ways attorneys "approach ... 
litigation," can be reduced to, or have the crisp clarity or 
impact of a local rule designed to change procedure5 of the 
court. Nor should all recommendations addres8ed to the judge~ be 
expecxted ~ be uniform in tone O~ in impact. Faithful to the 



mandate of the statute, we will attempt to. eddrese the full rango 
of Congressional concerns. each in a ma~er appropriate to the 
particular issue. 

2. Cost as a Function of Elapsed Time 

(a) How delay can increase the coat of litigation 

The common assumption has been that the cost of litigation 
to the litigant~ increa8es ae total elapaed time increases. A 
commonly assumed corollary has been that expediting diapoeltion 
will reduce the coat of litigation. The Act 1t~elf, the Harris 
survey which played an important role in shaping it y as well as 
the Brookinge Report that preceded it. appear to reflect the3e 
assumptions. These propositional however. are far from eelf
evident and requ1re careful analysis. 

We begin with the fact that significant delay in the 
dieposition of a civil case increases the number of hours spent 
by the attorneys. and hence the cost to the litigants, 1n many, 
if not moat cases. It doee eo in two principal ways. First. if 
many months elapse between steps 1n the litigation. between the 
making of a motion for summary judgment and argument on that 
motion. for example. there 1s almost certain to be a number of 
additional hou~o spent by the attorneys 1n re-familiarlzins 
themselves with the case. II the file need~ to be reviewed and 
re-~eviewed a signiIicant number of times in the courae of 
extended litigation. this can have an impact on total hours and 
total feee. 

Second. to the extent that additional time 10 available. 
many lawyers will take depositions that othe~ew~se ~ould not have 
been taken, thus increasing the cost of the litigation. 

The above analYsis rests on the premise that the cost to the 
client is a function of the number of hours expended by the 
lawyer. Thie 1s true. by and large. whe~e billing is based on the 
number of hours expended multiplied by the appropriate hourly 
rates. It is not true with respect to lawYers who are working on 
a contingent fee. The available evidence. sparse as it iB. 
indicates that just ae there is no extra charge to the client if 
the number of hours spent by the attorney increases, so there 
will be no benefit to the client if those hours are decreased. 

Two caveats are appropriate. First. there is evidence that 
the percentage fixed in contlr~ent fee cases can be affected by 
market forceo. Thue. the percentage typically charged in airplane 
accident cases is lower than that set for personal injury cases 
that follow automobile accidente. Whether more efficient 
procedures leading to accolerated dispositions will operate 
similarly ie, at this juncture, a matter of speculation. 
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Second. it ie not unusuAl for the .percentage of recovery 
earned by the la~~er to depend on whether ·the caee ie eettled or 
tried. Thus, settlement before trial can be expected to yield a 
lower percentage to the attorney than recovery of a judgment 
after verdict. ,We need not exp!cre all the varia.tions and 
permutatione. The important point is that an increaae in the 
number of aettlements disposing of cases at an early stage of the 
litigation may reduce not only the number of hours for which an 
attorney for the defense will bill. but aleo the fee collected by 
the plaintiff"s attorney. 

(b) Dispatoh may not reduoe the oost of litigation 

The fact that delay haa the potential. and probably the 
propensity to increase the cost of l1tiBat1on does not mean that 
dispatch will automaticily reduce it. On the contrary. 
compressing the time availa.ble for t~ial preparation ~y, in some 
circumetances -- ae in the caee 0: a party brought into the 
litigation at a late staBe -- result in a more intensive scbedule 
which will not reduce the total number of hours exPended and may 
even re~ult in premium billing. 

It is useful to apply and to extend thi~ analysis to a 
common situation -- arguing A discovery motion or participating 
in a statue conference -- in w'hich it i8 'po6~ible by various 
techniques, such ae telephone conferencins. 'to reduce the amount 
of time spent by the lawyer. Whether this will re6Ult in eavinge 
passed on to the client depends in large mea6Ure on the method of 
billing, as we have seen. Where billing is entirely on an hourly 
rate besie, it ie likely to be passed on. Per contra, in 
contingent fee caeee. These are not. however, the only 
alternatives, If a la'NYer bills on an hourly basis with fixed 
rate minima for certain actlvltie5, 60 long 8S the argument on 
the motion involves lese then the fixed rate, there will be no 
savings to the client. 

In short. reducing total elapsed time from the commencement 
ot litigation until its termination may have a salutary impact on 
coat to the li tigant (1) by avoiding non-productive hours spent 
in review of a file that could have been avoided; (3) by 
discouraging exceas i \~e. discovery or discovery of marginal 
utility; (3) by foaterins earlier settlemente that reduce 
transaction coats, In many caaes the savinge to the client can be 
quite conside~able and BUch empi~ical evidence as is available 
supports this conclusion, 

It is worth emphasing. however, that a direct relationehip 
between tice and cost ha~ not been established; speeding up cases 
will not automatically result in reduced cost to the client. Thi~ 
is certainly true in contingent fee cases; moreover, even in 
casea where bill~n8 is by the hour. incremental efficiencies in 
di8P08iti~ important in the~eelves, are unlikely to ~eeult in 
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demonstrable. Bi~1flcant savin8s to the 1,1 t1gant!l. 

We need to lea~n more of the rel~tionohlp between elapsed 
time and traneaction costa. particularly in federal litigation. 
Given the legislative mandate embodied in the Civil Justice 
Reform Act of 1990. and the need for a better understanding of 
how proposed changeo in litigation management and techniques are 
likely to impact on cost as well ae delay. it would appear 
appropriate for the Advisory Group and the court itself to 
encourage reaearch in thia area OY the Federal Judicial Center 
and by other appropriat.e organizations. 

3. Of CaUBeS and Cures 

At al.moet any stage of the litigation, it is possible to 
increaee coets needlessly: an excessive number of unproductive 
face~to-face conferencee. a proliferation of paper that is of 
little utility. long delays in deciding motione which serve to 
stall the litigation and to require unproductive reviews of the 
files all will have such adverse effecte. As ha~ often been 
pointed out, a single status conference or argument on a motion 
can add literally thouoande of dollars in attorney fees. Many, 
probably moot of the judges of the Eastern District have 
evidenced a senoitivity to this risk and have, by and large, 
fashioned their procedures with a view to avoiding unnecessary 
burdens on the lawyer~ and unnecesssary coat 'to the litigants. 

Thie sensitiv1ty. however, ie not shared by all of the 
judges, certainlY not in all its dimensions. Proliferation of 
paper and conferencee of marginal utility are fami11ar example6. 
D~ldY in deciding dispos1tive mot1ona an~ c~Jcial discovery 
mations i8 a factor in increeoing coat, quite aside from i~6 
i~pact on ultimate di6posit~on of the cas~. This has been of 
concern to many lawYers but it i5 a factor to which many judses, 
otherwise concerned about efficiency in the management of cases, 
appear oblivioua. 

We recognize. of course, that delay in rulings often 
results f~om the pressure of higher priorities rather than from 
insenSitivity. We have mad~ no effort to quant1fy the extent of 
whatever problem exiets with reepect to this or any other aspect 
of judicial practices and procedures. We are satisfied that it is 
not de minimis and hence that the situation could be tmproved. 

Before considering remedies, or even recommendat1ona. it is 
useful to conSider the other aide of the same coin: lawYers' 
conduct. One is struck by the number of judges who immediately 
point to the perceiVed need for. or at lea~t de~ire for morc 
billable hours as a driving force in attorney conduct and a major 
cau~e of the increa8ed C08t of litigation. This i8 usually 
evidenced by more and more complex discovery. but can bs 
reflected ~ other ways including the making of motions, often 
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presented in monograph form, by requests, for oral argument and 
multiple conferences. 

We do not recommend any hard and faot rulee to deal with 
these problems. In our judgment such an approach would be both 
ineffective and inappropriate. Conferenceo. for example, are 
often neceosary; early involvement of a judicial officer io 
mandated by the statute and recommende it5elf to ue on ito 
merit~. Sometime~ confereDce~ are desirable only because of the 
poasibility that they will be productive. It would be wrong to 
introduce a regimen of penny-wiee and pound-foolieh procedures. 

Moreover. we recognize tha~ in these davs of cro~ded 
dOCkets judges frequently do not have the luxury of choice; they 
are obligated to attend to whatever is most important or moet 
pressing. We can ask only that judges be aware of and sensitive 
to the implications of their procedures on cost and delay and 
that lawyers be aware of their professional obligations to their 
clients and that they meet thoBe obligations. 

It is useful to make these points explicitly by way of 
recommendation not only to fulfill our statutory mandate. but 
also because focusing on these questions, and elaborating and 
elucldating the implications of particular procedures, will. 
hopefully. serve a useful purpose . 

. Discussion of the professional responaib11ity dimensiona of 
lawyer conduct has occurred and no doubt will occur at various 
oontinuins education funotions. Similarly, bench-bar programs in 
which the various participants in the system explore the 
practical ramifications of certain procedures as distinguished 
from others can be provide a useful educational dimension. 

Accordingly, the Advisory Group recommends: 

RECOHMKNDATION 1: 

Judges should be aensitive to the imPact on 
cost of litigation of their practices and procedures. including 
delay in deciding motiOns, utilization of face-to-face 
c.onferenceB~ and fili.n.g reguireme.nta. 

RECOMMENDATION 2: 

Lawyer!:! 
professional obligation to 
the client of the lawyer-s 
including those relating to 

RECOMMENDATION 3: 

should 
be mindful 
litigation 
dlecovery. 

be sensitive to their 
of the imPact on C06t to 

practices and procedures. 

Both Benoh and Bar bave an interest in the 
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mutual exploration of e~15ting practices and their lmplicatione. 
This is an appropriate aubject for copDaideration by utilizing 
6Uch exiating mechanaima dB coordinating committees and Bench-Bar 
progrtl.Dl.6. 

We turn to the role of the client and what the statute 
describes as the "waye in which litigante and their attorneye 
approach and conduct litigation." This brings us back to a 
familiar theme. The literature, national ~urveye and the 
impreoeionc reported to uc by participante in the cyetem within 
this district all point to diocovery ao the pr~ary locus of 
excessive costs. To deal with one aspect of this--prob-rem some 
litigants. particularly large corporate offices with in-house 
counsel. have undertaken cost control measures with respect to 
the attorneY6 they retain. 

Where the lawyer's desire to increase billable hours 
coaleeces with the desi~e to leave no atone unturned in the 
preparation of a case, "excesaive" or economically 
counterproductive discovery is a common result. In 5Uch cases 
client involvement. often throush in-houee counsel. can be 
helpful and litigant involvement, referred to above, has been 
reported effective. 

In addition, policy statements such as that issued by the 
Xerox Corporation, intended to guide out~ide' BS well as in-house 
counsel, have gone beyond discovery to other aspects of 
litigation tacticf! and control. Similarly. under the leadership 
of the Council for Public Resources many corporations have 
adopted. policy etatemente concerning utilization of alternative 
dispute reeolution. 

RECOHMENDATION 4: 

Litigants, particularly 1n3titutionaJ. 
1itisanta, should a.aaUlIle the re6PQD..Bibility of e:q>loriDg with 
counsel the development ox litigation policies intended to 
achieve e£ficieat. economical and professionally reBPOnBible 
practices. 

____ Is there a role the courte can ueefully play in makins 
litigants aware of the cost of litigation aa a factor in 
settlement? Court a are understandably and properly reluctant to 
interfere or even to appear to interfere with the relationsh1p of 
a lawyer and her client. Yet. there are situations in which 
judges are of the view that a more realistic view of the costs 
and the risks of litisation on the part of the litigant misht 
facilitate settlement. 

In this connection it 16 useful to' remeber 
emphasizes the authority of the court to have the 
eomcono ~th ~uthority to oottlo, prooont 
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conferences. There ie, neverthelees. evidence of jud1cial 
reluctance to do 60. particularly if insisting on the preeence of 
a principal 18 read ae a reflection on a particular lawyer. 

It has been suggested to the Advisory. Group that although a 
judge would be heBitant to pick and choose among litigants 
ordered to be present at such conferences. if the practice were a 
general one. or at least a common one, the net effect would be 
ealutary. We do not address here in 6Uch conferences, a general 
policy of reqUiring litisant partioipation. nor do we address 
other detaile of optimum utilization of this mechaniem. such ae 
timins. for example. We do believe, however. that judges have a 
role to play in assuring that the litigants themselvee are made 
aware of transaction coste and their implicatione for settlement 
and for the appropriate conduct of litigation. 

RECOMMENDATION 5 

In appropriate c~tances and throuab 
appropriate lOOlUlB. judges ehould aazrure that the 11 tiganta are 
aware of the significance of coat and delay on deciaion8 relating 
to the conduct or the settlement of the litigation. 

4. Conclueion 

In concluding this section of the report it is useful to 
provide a sense of perespective. None of our preliminary 
recommendations ie offered as a panacea. If. for example. a 
litigant with deep pockets desires to use di~overy as an economic 
weapon against an adversary who 16 lesa fortunately 61tuated, and 
her lawyer finds the conduct aoceptable, olient partioipation 1n 
planning of litigation policy will surely not cure the problem. 
There are, of courBe, other mechanisma for dealing with the 
egregious caee. but we do not deal with these problema here. 

Indeed. it is well to emphasize that this section of the 
report is of limited scope. Discovery. the role of the judge in 
litigation management. and procedures to facilitate 6ettlement 
are all the subject of independent treatment elsewhere in this 
report. 

We do not harbor the illusion that we, or the court, can 
fashion a eet of rules and practices that will extirpate every 
last veet1B6 of unnecessary dit3covery. all "excessive" costs of 
litigation in every C8se, not to mention achievins opt~ 
dispatch at the same time. We are. however, unanimous in the view 
that improvement is possible. Encouraged by the Chief Judge and 
each o£ the other judges. we have set out to seek such 
imp~ovement and this repOrt 1s designed to further that goal. 
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